Brands Serving for Peace
Ukrainian farmers are a part of global food security

Our Offer to Global Brands
The Family Dairy Farms project offers you to buy ad space on agricultural
machinery of farmers-participants of the project and to place your Brand
advertisement (like on professional race car)
The advertisement containing your logo will be placed on tractors, agricultural
combines, telescopic loaders, and other equipment by means of colored vinyl film

(Oracal, Avery).
By buying ad space on tractors you help Ukrainian farmers to stay stable during

the war.

What We Offer?

>50
units of agricultural
machinery that can be
used for placement of
sponsors’ commercial.

Facebook/
Instagram
and Google
targeted advertising of
machinery with your brand
in social networks

Logo & e-mail
placing your Logo on our
website
including a story about
your company in our email
newsletter (more than 5000
subscribers).

Who We Are?
The Family Dairy Farms project was founded in 2017

The goal of the project is to organize dairy farms; each farm is owned and operated by a rural family.
We promote an innovative and fundamentally new in the Ukraine dairy business, a business based on small privately owned
family farms with 10..50 cows, having all necessary technical equipment and utilizing progressive agricultural technologies.
To support small farms, our project also includes one large industrial farm, which provides full support to the currently 167
small family owned farms. The support includes agricultural technology consultants, legal and tax specialists.
.To know more about the Project, please follow the

Why Small Farms?
•

We promote small family run farms: in the Ukraine, 68% of milk is produced by the small farms.

•

Unlike the large industrial farms, family run farms have proven to be the most resilient during the crisis caused by the
military aggression. They recover quickly after the war.

•

During atrocities of war, less cows parish on the small farms, as they are located in different places.

•

Family run farms do not depend on a hired labor; unlike the large farms, which heavily depend on a hired labor, and
currently are experiencing shortages of such, due to evacuation of the population.

•

The global problem of food shortages due to the war in Ukraine could provoke 60 million refugees from Africa to the EU. It
could provoke another crisis in the EU.

•

Supporting by Project small farms can help diversify food security and help employ refugees.

Why Us?
•

As a result of Russian aggression in the Ukraine, 37 family run dairy farms have found themselves in the war zone and
on the verge of extinction. Cooperation with dairies in the war-torn regions has also stopped. Dairy plants in quieter
regions of western Ukraine have reduced the purchase of milk from farmers or buy it at a low price.
We have set up our own milk processing plant, which is independent of large dairies. We provide the sale of dairy
products at retail.

•

All Ukrainian family dairy farms suffer from a lack of feed, fuel and veterinary drugs.
The project specialists developed the technology of processing the existing pastures for grazing cows to reduce feed
costs. We cooperate with manufacturers of veterinary drugs for wholesale purchases. We have set up a messenger
community to provide advice on all matters of dairy farming.

•

Many male farmers left the farms to fight in the Ukrainian armed forces. Women and children have to do all the work on
the farms themselves.
We have introduced psychological support to farmers, receiving feedback on their urgent needs. Organized a donation for
farmers who were in the war zone.

Machinery Available for Branding
WHEEL TRACTOR
MTZ-3522

TELESCOPIC HANDLER
JCB 535-125

WHEEL TRACTOR
Case Magnum 340 AFS

Self-Propelled Forage
Harvester
CLAAS JAGUAR 850
SPEEDSTAR

WHEEL TRACTOR

TELESCOPIC HANDLER
Dieci AGRI STAR 37.7

BALER-WRAPPER
GOWEIL LT MASTER

Other mini-machinery

How Does It Work?
1. You choose an ad package (next slide)

2. You choose agricultural machinery for placement of your brand
3. We develop and approve the design of the advertising sticker
4. We place the sticker on the machinery, send you a video and photo report
5. We develop and agree with you the advertising banner and text
6. We agree with you the target audience for advertising campaign

7. We start the advertising company in social networks Facebook, Instagram,
and Google
8. We send you a report on effectiveness of advertising campaign

Example (UCF-Ukrainian Cooperative Federation)

Terms of Participation in Brands Serving for Peace
Package
"Base"

Package
„Brand"

Package
„Partner"

Package
„VIP Partner"

1-3 units

4-8 units

9-15 units

more than
16 units

$1000

$900

$800

$700

Design development (if necessary)

✔

✔

✔

✔

Production of advertisement on vinyl film (Oracal, Avery)

✔

✔

✔

✔

6 months

6 months

9 months

12 months

1 week

1 week

2 weeks

4 weeks

$400

$800

$1600

$4000

Mentioning of a partner in weekly newsletter sent by email to target audience in Ukraine (> 5000 subscribers)

-

✔

✔

✔

Logo on the website in the Project Partners section with a
link to your website

-

✔

✔

✔

Placement of sponsor's logo on banners of the Project

-

✔

✔

✔

Number of units of agricultural machinery with placement
of commercial
The cost of advertisement on 1 machinery unit
Offer includes services

The duration of sticker placement on machinery
The duration of advertising campaign in social networks
and Google
Advertising budget in social networks and Google

Important!
Your participation in "Brands Serving for Peace" is not
only advertising of your brand, but also a significant
support for Ukrainian dairy industry, which is suffering
from Russian aggression.
To buy ad space on agricultural machinery, please, let us know at
smf.mohylevska@gmail.com

